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Abstract
Background: Social withdrawal constitutes a clinical manifestation of social dysfunction in SCZ that has a high
impact on the quality of life of patients. Poor neurocognitive performance has been associated with poor functional
outcome in SCZ in past studies. Nonetheless, the likely association between neurocognition and social withdrawal
has never been investigated. The aim of our study was to investigate in a large and heterogeneous sample of SCZ
patients cross-sectional associations between neurocognitive domains and social withdrawal.
Methods: The sample included 761 SCZ patients who completed the baseline visit in the CATIE study.
Neurocognition was assessed by a comprehensive battery of tests resulting in 5 domain scores and a composite
score. Social withdrawal was measured by a specific item of the Heinrichs-Carpenter Quality of Life Scale. Bivariate
correlations, ANOVA and multiple regression analysis were conducted using STATISTICA software package
(StatSoft, Inc. Tulsa, OK, USA). Statistical significance was tested at p value < 0.05.
Results: Social withdrawal was associated with a lower score in the neurocognitive composite score and in “Verbal
memory”, “Processing speed” and “Working memory” scores. “Verbal memory” score showed the strongest
association with social withdrawal. 8% of the total variance of social withdrawal was explained by these three
cognitive domains and additional clinical and socio-demographic factors (education years, PANSS positive
symptoms score, employment).
Conclusions: Our study showed that in a large and real-world representative sample of SCZ patients, social
withdrawal was associated with neurocognitive deficits involving verbal memory, processing speed and working
memory domains. Our results confirmed the wide heterogeneity and specificity of the correlation between
neurocognitive domains and indicators of functional outcome in SCZ, underlining the role of certain neurocognitive
abilities in social withdrawal.

1. Background
One of the most relevant target of treatment in schizophrenia (SCZ) is “functional recovery”, defined as the
attainment of a reasonable degree of normal functioning in work activities, independent living and family and
social relationships [1, 2]. Social dysfunction in SCZ represents one of the major obstacles to reach functional
recovery in clinical practice [3–5].
Social withdrawal, defined as a “passively or actively reduced social interaction” [6], constitutes one of the most
observable clinical manifestations of social dysfunction in SCZ. Furthermore, social withdrawal likely represents a
causal factor in the development of psychosis in vulnerable subjects [7] and has a high impact on the quality of life
of SCZ patients [8, 9]. During the disease course, delusional thoughts and social distress could lead to a
reinforcement of avoidance behaviours, which in turn foster a further worsening of SCZ symptoms [10, 11] and
increase the risk of hospitalization and clinical relapse [12]. In clinical research, social withdrawal could be a valid
and quantifiable real-world indicator of social dysfunction in SCZ [13], but specific and objective assessment tools
in clinical practice are still lacking [6, 14].
Social dysfunction in SCZ has been associated with a number of sociodemographic, psychopathological and
cognitive factors [15, 16]. Among them, neurocognitive deficits are one of the most investigated. Neurocognitive
impairment is broadly recognized as a core pathological dimension of SCZ and various degree of impairment have
been observed in different neuropsychological domains [17, 18]. Poor neurocognitive performance has been
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repeatedly associated with poor functional outcome in SCZ patients [19, 20]. Consistently, in the last decades
cognitive remediation interventions have been developed with the aim to improve general functioning through the
enhancement of cognitive skills [21]. Nonetheless, knowledge about the most appropriate cognitive targets to
improve functional outcomes is still limited [22], contributing to the partial effectiveness of this kind of
interventions [23]. Past research attempted to investigate whether specific neurocognitive deficits were associated
with different aspects of social dysfunction in SCZ. However, most of these studies were based on small and
selected samples of patients [24, 25] and failed to give consistent results [26, 27]. Furthermore, outcome measures
employed in these studies lacked homogeneity and were mainly related to general domains of functional outcome
(e.g. community functioning) [28]. As a matter of fact, only few studies investigated the association between
cognitive functioning and social functioning in large and heterogeneous patient populations [29–34]. Previous
research utilizing the Clinical Antipsychotic Trial of Intervention Effectiveness (CATIE) study data set has analysed
different aspects of the correlation between neurocognition and general functioning in SCZ patients. Fervaha and
colleagues revealed that neurocognition, together with amotivation, was one of the two significant clinical
predictors of one-year longitudinal functional outcomes (assessed through the Quality of Life Scale (QOLS) [35])
[31]. Moreover, Rosenheck and colleagues observed that SCZ patients with a reduced participation in either
competitive or noncompetitive employment showed, among clinical features, poorer neurocognitive functioning
[30]. Finally, Mohamed and colleagues found that neurocognition composite score (besides positive and negative
symptoms scores) was independently and cross-sectionally correlated with quality of life (assessed through the
QOLS [35]). Specifically, the strongest association was observed with the QOLS domain concerning intrapsychic
functioning [32]. Nevertheless, none of these studies investigated the association among the different cognitive
domains and specific indicators of social dysfunction such as social withdrawal.
Taking into account these considerations, in the present study we aimed to investigate in a large and
heterogeneous sample of SCZ patients cross-sectional associations among different neurocognitive domains and
social withdrawal indicator. Firstly, we investigated the associations among neurocognitive domains and social
withdrawal indicator in the whole sample and in subsets of patients that significantly differed in terms of cognitive
performance. Secondly, we investigated the socio-demographic and clinical factors associated with social
withdrawal. Finally, through a multiple linear regression analyses we investigated the combined effect on social
withdrawal by cognitive domains and additional socio-demographic and clinical factors.

2. Methods

2.1 Sample investigated
Data were obtained from The Clinical Antipsychotic Trials of Intervention Effectiveness (CATIE) schizophrenia
study [36]. CATIE is a multisite randomized controlled trial funded by the National Institute of Mental Health which
aimed to determine the long-term effects and usefulness of antipsychotic medications in persons with SCZ. Details
of the study can be found elsewhere [36]. For the present study, only the baseline data were considered.

2.2 Measures
Neurocognition was assessed by a battery of tests described in detail in a previous publication [37]. The test scores
were converted into standardized scores and combined to construct five separate domain scores that measured 1)
Verbal Memory (assessed with the Hopkins Verbal Learning Test (HVLT) [38]), 2) Vigilance (average of Continuous
Performance Test (CPT) [39]), 3) Processing Speed (shown as the average score for Grooved Pegboard test [40],
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WAIS-R digit symbol test [41], and the average of the Controlled Oral Word Association Test (COWAT) [42]and
Category Instances [42]), 4) Reasoning (represented by average scores of the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST)
[43] and WISC-III mazes test [44]), and 5) Working Memory (reflecting the average of scores on computerized tests
of visuospatial working memory [sign reversed] [45] and letter-number sequencing (LNS) [46]). These five domains
were further combined to obtain a neurocognitive composite score. See Supplementary Table 1 for detail about
cognitive domains, tests and measures.
Social withdrawal was assessed through item 8 (“Social withdrawal”) of the Quality of Life Scale (QOLS) [35]. The
QOLS is a 21-item scale based on a semi structured interview that was developed to assess deficit symptoms in
SCZ. The scale items range from 0 (highest impairment) to 6 (almost normal) and belong to four different
categories: 1) Interpersonal relations, 2) Instrumental role, 3) Intrapsychic foundations, 4) Common Objects and
Activities. The first category (“Interpersonal relationships”) relates to aspects of interpersonal and social experience
and encompasses items that refer both directly and indirectly to social withdrawal. However, many of them go
beyond estimating amount or frequency of social contact to complex and subjective judgements such as the
capacity for intimate relationships or the degree of social engagement. For this reason, we decided to use as social
withdrawal indicator only the item 8 (“Social withdrawal”) of this category, which focuses on “the degree of which
the person actively avoids social interaction due to his/her discomfort or disinterest” [35].
Socio-demographic questionnaires provided information regarding age, ethnicity, gender, marital, employment and
educational status [36]. SCZ symptoms were assessed through the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS)
[47].

2.3 Statistical analysis
Bivariate correlations were used to analyze the associations among cognitive domains and social withdrawal
indicator first in the whole sample as well as in subsets of patients that were based on the sociodemographic
features associated with the neurocognitive composite score (in our case they were represented by “Ethnicity” and
“Employment status”) (see Supplementary Table 2). ANOVA analyses were used to investigate the differences in
cognitive performance among groups of patients identified by sociodemographic features. Associations with social
withdrawal indicator were investigated by simple regressions and ANOVA, when appropriate. A multiple linear
regression analysis was conducted to investigate the variance explained of social withdrawal indicator by
continuous and categorical variables. All p values were 2-tailed and statistical significance was set at the standard
level of p = 0.05. Statistical analyses were conducted using STATISTICA software package (StatSoft, Inc. Tulsa, OK,
USA).

3. Results
Socio-demographic and psychopathological features of the sample are shown in Table 1. For the present study, we
considered 761 SCZ patients with available data about social withdrawal and neurocognitive domains.
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Table 1
Socio-demographic and clinical features of all CATIE patients
Patients (n.)

761

Ethnicity (%)

Caucasian: 66.36 %
African American: 30.88%
Others: 2.76%

Male (%)

73.19 %

Age (mean ± s.d.)

40.95 ± 11.04

PANSS total score (mean ± s.d.)

74.20 ± 17.50

Social Withdrawal Score (QOLS – Item 8) (mean ± s.d.)

2.83 ± 1.74

Education (years) (mean ± s.d.)

12.12 ± 2.21

Marital status (%)

Single: 59 %
Married: 10.91 %
Separated/divorced/widowed: 30.09 %

Employment status (%)

Unemployed: 84.83 %
Employed (Full time/Part time): 15.17 %

Verbal memory score (mean ± s.d.)

0.03 ± 1.00

Vigilance score (mean ± s.d.)

0.02 ± 1.02

Processing speed score (mean ± s.d.)

-0.05 ± 1.03

Reasoning score (mean ± s.d.)

-0.03 ± 1.01

Working memory score (mean ± s.d.)

-0.01 ± 0.99

Neurocognitive composite score (mean ± s.d.)

-0.01 ± 1.01

Regarding the relationship between social withdrawal and cognitive domains, in the whole sample social
withdrawal was associated with a lower score in the neurocognitive composite score (p = 0.001; r = 0.12) and in
three cognitive scale scores: “Verbal Memory” (p = 0.0001; r = 0.14), “Processing Speed” (p = 0.022; r = 0.09) and
“Working Memory” (p = 0.002; r = 0.11) (Table 2). Within the latter two domains, only the “COWAT and Category
Instances test” (p = 0.005) and the “LNS Test” (p = 0.0001) resulted associated with social withdrawal.
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Table 2
Associations among social withdrawal and neurocognitive domains (expressed in r valuesa)
SOCIAL
WITHDRAWAL

VERBAL
MEMORY

VIGILANCE

PROCESSING
SPEED

REASONING

WORKING
MEMORY

NEUROCOMPOSITE
SCORE

Whole Sample
(n.715)

0.14***

0.07

0.09*

0.06

0.11**

0.12**

Caucasian
(n.476)

0.17***

0.08

0.13**

0.06

0.11*

0.14**

0.09

0.06

0.00

0.06

0.12

0.08

0.16

0.15

0.17

0.28**

0.27**

0.27**

0.12**

0.04

0.05

0.01

0.07

0.07

NonCaucasian
(n.239)
Employed
(n.111)
Unemployed
(n.602)
a

r value indicates that greater social withdrawal is associated with poorer neurocognitive performance, due to
the method of scoring social withdrawal (see main text)
*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001
Concerning the relationship between social withdrawal and cognitive domains in the two subsets of patients with
better cognitive performance (“Caucasian” and “Employed”) (Supplementary Table 2), social withdrawal was
associated with a lower score in the neurocognitive composite score (p = 0.002 and p = 0.005, respectively). In the
“Caucasian” subset, the associations found in the whole sample between neurocognitive domains scores and
social withdrawal were confirmed (“Verbal Memory” (p = 0.0001), “Processing Speed” (p = 0.006) and “Working
Memory” (p = 0.014)). On the other hand, in the “Employed” subset, higher levels of social withdrawal was
associated with poorer “Reasoning” (p = 0.003) and “Working Memory” (p = 0.004) scores. Within the subsets of
patients with lower cognitive performance, no association was found in the “Non-Caucasian” group between social
withdrawal and neurocognitive scores, while in the “Unemployed” group social withdrawal was associated only
with “Verbal Memory” score (p = 0.003).
Regarding the relationships between social withdrawal and the socio-demographic and clinical features, social
withdrawal was associated with lower education (p = 0.026), employment status (“Unemployed” patients showed
higher social withdrawal) (p = 0.002) and higher PANSS positive symptoms score (p = 0.0001) (see Supplementary
Table 3). PANSS negative and general psychopathological symptoms’ scores were associated with social
withdrawal as well (both p < 0.001), although this relationship was likely influenced by the overlap of specific items
(e.g. N4 = “Passive/apathetic social withdrawal”; G16= “Active social avoidance”) with social withdrawal indicator.
No association was found among age, sex, ethnicity, marital status and social withdrawal indicator.
In the multiple regression analysis, we excluded PANSS negative and general psychopathological symptoms’
scores due to the presence of items (e.g. N4 = “Passive/apathetic social withdrawal”; G16 = “Active social
avoidance”) that overlap with social withdrawal indicator. Considering together cognitive domains (“Verbal
Memory”, “Processing Speed” and “Working Memory”) and additional clinical and socio-demographic factors
(education years, PANSS positive symptoms score, employment status), the model explained the 8% of the total
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variance of social withdrawal indicator (F = 8.69; p = 0.0001). Among all the factors, only PANSS positive symptoms
(p < 0.0001) and “Verbal Memory” (p = 0.033) scores were still associated with social withdrawal.

4. Discussion
The aim of our study was to investigate cross-sectional associations among different neurocognitive domains and
social withdrawal in a large and heterogeneous sample of SCZ patients. Furthermore, we investigated the variance
explained of social withdrawal indicator by cognitive domains and additional socio-demographic and clinical
factors.
Firstly, we found a negative association between global cognitive functioning and the degree of social withdrawal
(Table 2). Our result is consistent with previously published results, although the association appears slightly
weaker (r = 0.12) in comparison to the result of a recent review reporting a medium-sized average association (r =
0.14–0.26) between overall neurocognition and functional outcome in SCZ [48]. Considering the high percentage of
variation (up to 70%) of effect sizes of this association due to heterogeneity among studies, our findings can be
partly explained by the choice of a social functioning measure that focused on a particular aspect of social
behavior (i.e. social withdrawal) in comparison with more general measures of functional outcome considered in
the review’s studies (such as community functioning, social behavior in the milieu, etc.) [28].
Secondly, our results are consistent with previous literature in confirming the associations among neurocognitive
performance and different measures of social functioning in SCZ patients [29, 33, 34]. Indeed, previous studies
showed that discrete neuropsychological domains are associated in different and specific ways with various
indicators of social functioning. In particular, our findings suggested the association of three specific cognitive
domains (i.e. verbal memory, processing speed, and working memory) with social withdrawal behaviour. Among
them, “verbal memory” scores were most strongly associated with social withdrawal indicator (r = 0.14). In SCZ,
verbal memory deficits appear to be independent of clinical state or medication effects [49, 50] and are considered
by some authors as the greatest cognitive predictive factors of social outcome [26, 51]. Consistently, in previous
studies verbal memory deficits have been associated with impairments in recreational activities [52], interpersonal
relationships [53], and social problem solving [19].
On the other hand, “processing speed” and “working memory” scores were associated with social withdrawal
indicator as well (r = 0.09 and r = 0.11, respectively). Within these two domains, the tasks associated with social
withdrawal assessed respectively verbal fluency skills (assessed by COWAT and Category Instances test) and
auditory working memory skills (evaluated by LNS test). Processing speed and working memory deficits are
thought to contribute to impairments in other cognitive domains in SCZ [54, 55] and their association with general
functioning is well-established in SCZ, as well as their effects on specific functional domains (e.g. social behavior,
community functioning, competitive employment) [24, 56].
In a previous large study focused on the specific relationships between neurocognition and general functioning in
SCZ [33], verbal memory was found to predict only functional competence (an indicator of everyday functioning
skills), whereas processing speed and working memory were associated with both functional and social
competence and performance domains (with interpersonal behavior and work performance, respectively) [33]. In
another study with a large sample of SCZ patients, Perlick and colleagues [29] showed an association among
different cognitive domains and functional status assessed through QOLS [35]. Only motor and memory skills were
associated with social behavior (evaluated by the “Interpersonal relationship” domain of QOLS). Finally, Lipkovich
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and colleagues [34] found in a sample of 414 SCZ outpatients that multiple functional domains (assessed with
QOLS [35]) were cross-sectionally associated with processing speed, working memory and verbal memory, although
only processing speed skills were associated with the “Interpersonal relationship” domain of QOLS. These results
consistently suggested specific associations among verbal memory, processing speed and working memory with
different aspects of general functioning and social behavior, as showed by our results. Nonetheless, the paucity of
available studies prevents us from drawing clear conclusions about the specificity and the reproducibility of these
associations.
Exploratory analyses found in “Caucasian” and “Employed” subgroups associations between the neurocognitive
composite score and social withdrawal score, but the same association was not found in “Non-Caucasian” and
“Unemployed” subgroups. Moreover, in the “Employed” subgroup, we found an association between social
withdrawal and “Reasoning” domain. Therefore, it seems that the relationship between social withdrawal and
neurocognition tends to be mainly expressed within the “Caucasian” and “Employed” subgroups. Interestingly,
although the “Unemployed” subgroup results to be strongly associated with social withdrawal, we found only one
correlation between social withdrawal and cognitive domains (specifically with “Verbal Memory” domain) within
this subgroup. We assume that “Verbal Memory” might have a critical impact on social withdrawal and this is
somehow confirmed by the persistence of a significant association between this cognitive domain and social
withdrawal in the multiple regression analysis. Although potentially interesting, these results should be interpreted
with care because of the intrinsic increased risk of false positive findings in exploratory analyses and of the limited
characterization of the different ethnicities within the sample.
Regarding socio-demographic features, social withdrawal was associated with lower education and “Employment”
status (with “Unemployed” patients showing higher degree of social withdrawal). These results are consistent with
the previous literature. Indeed, several studies showed that low IQ and scholastic underperformance represent
predictive factors of further worse functional outcome [57, 58]. Conversely, the presence of a lower IQ and cognitive
impairment after SCZ onset was found to be predicted by poor premorbid social functioning [59]. The higher degree
of social withdrawal shown by unemployed patients can be explained in a bidirectional way as well. It could
depend either on the negative effect of pre-existing social deficits on the attainment of employment by SCZ
patients [60], or, on financial constraints due to unemployment that would impede the access to recreational
activities [15].
Concerning psychopathological symptoms, social withdrawal was significantly associated with each of the PANSS
subscale scores (positive, negative and general psychopathology). Our finding is consistent with previous studies,
which reported stronger associations with social dysfunction for negative and general symptoms [16, 30, 32, 61].
On the other hand, the observed relationship among negative and general psychopathology scale scores with social
withdrawal was quite predictable because of the contiguity and the overlap of several items of the two rating scales
with social withdrawal indicator (e.g. N4 = “Passive/apathetic social withdrawal”; G16= “Active social avoidance”).
In addition, numerous other items concerning depressive or anxious states and cognitive alterations (e.g. G10 =
“Disorientation”, G11= “Poor attention”) may contributed to strengthening this correlation [47].
Finally, the multiple regression analysis reported a total explained variance (calculated considering cognitive,
clinical and socio-demographic factors) of the social withdrawal indicator of 8%. Our findings showed a smaller
explained variance of social functioning by cognitive, clinical and socio-demographic factors in comparison to
previously reported findings [61, 62]. Nonetheless, this could be due to the exclusion in our analyses of PANSS
negative and general psychopathological scores (due to the presence of items that overlap with the social
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withdrawal indicator, as previously stated) normally considered in past studies and by the choice of a specific
measure of social dysfunction (represented by social withdrawal) that could have further reduced the strength of
the association.

4.1 Limitations of the study
There are several limitations in this study that need to be acknowledged. Firstly, the study was based on crosssectional data not allowing causal inferences that require longitudinal observations. Secondly, the use of a posthoc and derived measure of social withdrawal (item 8 of QOLS) can be arguable because it lacks specificity and
direct validation for the purpose. Moreover, single item indices generally have more measurement error that multiitem indices reducing the magnitude of potential correlations with other measurements. Furthermore, the evaluation
of social withdrawal was based on clinical judgement (QOLS [35]) that could be affected by bias due to its
subjective nature. At this moment in time, efforts are ongoing to develop and implement new longitudinal,
quantitative and objective measures of social functioning using digital phenotyping methods [63], and future
studies are needed to understand the relationship between subjective and objective measures for this behavioural
domain. Finally, since we decided not to apply any statistical correction because our analyses were all hypothesisdriven, we set the statistical significance at the standard level of p < 0.05 with the increased risk of false positive
findings, particularly for the exploratory analyses.

5. Conclusions
Our study showed that in a large and real-world representative sample of SCZ patients, social withdrawal was
associated with neurocognitive deficits involving verbal memory, processing speed and working memory domains.
Our results confirmed the wide heterogeneity and specificity of the correlation between neurocognitive domains and
indicators of functional outcome in SCZ [33]. Furthermore, they underlined the importance of certain neurocognitive
abilities compared to others as regards their correlation with an essential measure of social functioning such as
social withdrawal.
For future research, our findings suggest the need for an increasingly comprehensive analysis of the
neuropsychological factors related to the different aspects of social dysfunction and for a greater availability of
homogeneous and objective evaluation tools (both regarding neurocognitive skills and social functioning
measures) in order to extend our knowledge about the precise correlates of disability and the potential treatment
targets in SCZ.

6. Abbreviations
SCZ Schizophrenia
QOLS Quality of Life Scale
COWAT Controlled Oral Word Association
LNS Letter-Number Sequencing
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